
H O W  T O  M A K E  M A S S A I  A R T  

1. Get a blank piece of paper and a pencil. Put your name in the lower right hand corner and 
the word “Maasai” in the lower left. 

 
2. Draw a small oval or circle in the upper middle portion of the page.  
3. Draw a skinny neck. ( attached to the circle)  
4.  
5. Draw slanted lines from the neck with a curved bottom and a straight line across the top to 

separate the neck and the necklace.  

 
6. Draw wavy vertical lines for a dress. 
7. Add a head-dress and a spear or shield for boys. Draw a basket or bowl for a girl.   

 

 
8. Draw skinny arms holding the basket ( bowl) or the spear/shield.  
9. Draw small, short legs at the bottom of the dress with rounded feet. 
10. Make 2 small children next to the adult you drew in the middle. Keep the feet the same level 

as the adult. 
11. The Maasai people love jewelry and especially the color red, so draw some jewelry on your 

people with a red pen or marker. Girls wear larger forms  and more quantity of the same 
kind of jewelry as the boys. 

12. Make designs on the clothing.  ( Lots of designs) 
13. Add lines to the baskets to make them look woven 
14. Color all the skin that is showing in black. 



 

15. Add 2 horizon lines. One below your people’s feet and one in the middle of the paper. Also 
add some rounded lines  under their feet , as well. 

16. Draw a large sun on the horizon. 
17. Color the gowns of your Maasai People. Use Bright Colors!  

 

 
18. Color the sun. 
19. Color the background behind the sun pink. 
20. Color the middle layer green. 
21. Color the bottom layer red. 

 

 

 


